Light shines in various forms, lightness, and darkness. These shades of colours come through
the relation to the information we perceive. As light is information, it can become ordered in the
rate of the system moving along time in a reasonable manner. Yet as chaos interweaves many
times, it shows to say that all relative motions of the universe are guided until chaos and
disorder become less, and the chance for order benefacting the chaos into a motion that
bypasses through a harmony of order.
The disorder of the planet can only add to the disorder of the planet. It can change forms; within
or without, and allows one to see that the ratio to quantum and relative levels can change from
the particle of “no-things” or “some-things” or “all-things”. These relative states to the frame of
disorder promoting chaos, disorder, or order, allow us to see that abstract concept that lies
behind what we call reality. The planet will give out disorder when reason is becoming
apparent, or the foolishness of chaos has interweaved through the fabric of space-time. One
can see from the probability of disorder that it allows us to see first, the state of the atom,
secondly, the relative formation of that atom’s energy; on a relative or quantum scale, yet also
the ratio can be adjusted to define the atom. The states within the atom, conclude the answers
to the essence and pattern that the electron leaves within the atom. That pattern that it follows
will be conditioned by the wavelength occurrence of the vacuum. As nothing is everything, it
shows that the vacuum creates the conditioning of the atoms into a more ordered frame,
revealing the information behind our reality is becoming more reasonable in form. This will lead
us to marvel at how evolution; of the selective species, willed it will even into consciousness.
The realm of the vacuum has nothing and nothingness within, giving arise to formlessness due
to nothingness creating value within nothing. Nothing is Order; harmony, due to the fact that
nothing is the greatest Order, and in order to; all things must develop with reason. As humans;
harmony of beings and all elements of life is the greatest law upon Earth. Explained now further.
The vacuum (singularity) attracts elements of light following the path from a Star. Yet, as we are
Order also (reason and harmony) within the balance of chaos and disorder (information (light)),
We see that the elements also grew form from the formless thought that came before the reality
we received. Thus, even atoms, elements, molecules, cells, bacteria, and even human species
all follow under that law that all is becoming more reasonable; disorder to Order.
Now, what is disorder? Disorder is the information or light of an atom; exposing itself outward
through in. It comes through itself like the torus and then expels it’s light in wave patterns
dynamics that fixate upon the flexing stress of reality. Yet, as will forms reason, and reason
forms through will, we came marvel how the stress of reality can shape our lives back into Order
due to disorder. Since all is Disorder, Order, and Chaos, we can understand that each of these
things continue to pursue the thermodynamic rate that expels itself from the reality we live in. As
Order strives to make us Ordered, as disorder creates havoc and chaos; yet sometimes order,
we can still live in harmony with all around us and find that the path of what is, is just a
formlessness coming like a fleeting thought; a memory of a time or time-out, whichever you
choose. For the Law of Nature is physics, and Entropy is the simplest definition within the law of
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